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NO. 502 TYPE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
(Semiconductor Type) 

(Card No. 67) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 502LU: A silicon, beam-leaded, sealed-junction integrat ed circuit packaged in a 16-lead plastic dual-line package (DIP). This device operates as a ring 
detector with input waveforms which can vary between 40 V rms to 150 V rms and 15 Hz to 68 Hz. All operating voltages are deviced from the ringing 
input signal. The device produces a ring-detected output current of 500 µA to drive an output device, such as the AT&T-T No. 4U Opto-isolator. 

Initial use: Spectrum Telephones & Other Telephone Applications. 
No. 502LW: A silicon, beam-leaded, sealed-junction integrated circuit using low-voltage CBIC technology. Encapsulated in a molded 16-lead dual-in-line package . 

Contains five relay drivers and two comparators. 
Characterized as a 5-volt relay driver circuit. 
Initial use: D5 Channel Bank. 

No. 502LY: A silicon, integrated circuit chip, using low-voltage CBIC and wire-bonded technologies, encapsulated in a molded 16-lead dual-in-line package. 
Characterized as a quad-latching relay driver. 
Circuit consists of four latching-relay drivers. The four low-power TTL inputs can toggle each driver high or low. The output of each driver connects the load 

to either the low- or high-voltage supply with approximately 4 OHMS of series resistance. Since the complementary driver floats, the sink and source drivers 
can be tied in common to produce a SET or RESET action on a single coil array . 

Control of switching is acheived through a single low-power TTL input that enables all four drivers simultaneously. 
Has a built-in recoil protection capability of more than 80 mA and less than 750 mV driver output-voltage drop for a 65 mA load. 
Initial use: D5 channel Bank. 
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